Steam Launch , Witch of Endor, owned by Peter Cowie, President of the Steam Boat
Association of Aust, steaming past entries on the Cockle Bay marina at the ANMM
Classic & Wooden Boat Festival

April/May 2018

Scuttlebutt

President’s Report
Jon Bell
About 60 members and guests attended our March meeting, amongst
them being Denis Songeon, membership application in hand, who you may
recall chanced upon our Bantry Bay event. Other guests were introduced
by Jamie Snodgrass and Peter Mathews.
The Association was saddened to hear of the passing of Lars Frostell, a long
-term member and a previous editor of Scuttlebutt. Ever cheerful and
helpful, it was Lars who gave me some sage advice at my first ever WBA
meeting when I came to investigate building a boat for my then B&B business. He said “Don’t let the public anywhere near a wooden boat!” and so
far I’ve managed to heed his words but probably not for the reason he
intended. A number of members attended the funeral including Peter
Gossell, Ross Andrewartha, Sally Ostlund, Bob Tullett, Chris Goddard, and
George & Chris Gear. Members were reminded of the Toronto festival
being held on March 31st/April 1st and the ANMM CWBF on April 13-15th.
Members attending either festival were encouraged to display a WBA burgee on their boat (or car) by the time-tested method of offering a discount
on the purchase, and this offer is open to all registered entrants for any
relevant boat festival.
The ANMM has allocated the WBA a space in a trade tent which we can use
as a promotion point, provided we can rustle up some volunteers to help
Ross McLean and Sally Ostland who have kindly offered to organise this
aspect. I am still hoping to attract a few more volunteers to assist the
event organisers and the public visitors during the event itself, acting as
mobile information points, signposts to special events and general spruikers. Call me or contact the museum directly – cwbf@anmm.gov.au – only a
few weeks to go!
Over the last few months quite a collection of nauticalia has been acquired
and a number of lots were put up for auction at the March meeting. Stand
-out item was a dinghy-sized lug-rig with wooden spars and professionally
made tan sail, which attracted some enthusiastic bidding and was eventually won by Merrin Maple-Brown for $250. Excellent value and thanks to
Malcolm Boyd for collecting it from the Blue Mountains area. Bidding for
the Flying 16 equipment obtained by Tom Hughes (also from “out of
town”) was more in keeping with our usual valuations and many members
and guests got some good bargains. Perhaps conscious of the number of
items involved I rushed through them a bit and left it to individuals to settle with the treasurer and pick up their bits and pieces or arrange with Tom
to get them later as required. Consequently, if you won a bid and haven’t
paid, or paid and didn’t get anything, or some other combination, please
contact Malcolm or myself before the next meeting. Anything left by then
may go under the hammer again and/or be disposed of as we see fit.
Somewhat surprisingly, our guest speaker for the night did not bid on
anything. As Bosun on the James Craig, I expected Andy Green to be right
in there, topping up his lockers with loads of potentially useful “stuff”.
However, after listening for an hour to his detailed explanations of how

“the Craig” is built, operated and maintained, and the knowledge and expertise required to carry it all out, I realised that perhaps a 6m aluminium
mast (slightly bent) or a hank of UV-affected 10mm rope may not be all
that relevant after all. Andy’s talk covered not only the physicality of the
ship but also the context in which she was commissioned and the variety of
cargo she would have had to deal with. A truly fascinating insight into a
slice of nautical history and we thank Andy for his presentation and also
Malcolm Boyd for his suggestion and Sally for expediting it.
Andy was invited to draw the winning raffle tickets (which was obviously a
mistake as I had the winning tickets but he didn’t draw any of them ...) with
visitor Peter Green successful at his first attempt for the bag of tools and
Alan Williams getting just what he needed which was another nautical
book .... (with thanks to the staff at Afloat magazine for donating some of
their review copies)
Our guest speaker(s) next month will revisit the popular Members Projects
Review, with brief updates from those that have made progress, new starts
or simply new discoveries (I’m quite sure we don’t know about everyone
who has a project underway, and if you hear of one please let us know –
they won’t hate you, really!).
Happy Building (or stripping, sanding, painting, polishing or even, hopefully, boating!)

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s only. The Editor
and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at such forums.
Copyright may be owned by the original author or the Wooden Boat Association Inc.
Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility of harm or damag e to vessels,
equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such risks will require the exercise of the prior
judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees whether to commence or continue any particular activity
irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
Printed by Power Colour Pty Ltd, 106 Grose Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 A.B.N. 58 066 215 021
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Vale Lars Frostell
A former Editor of Scuttlebutt, Lars passed
away on 11 March, 2018, at the age of 86.
Bob Tullett writes:
I first met Lars and his wife Helen, ( as was
always the case, the two of them did things
together), at a meeting of the Wooden Boat
Association some 20 years ago. The Association and our wooden boats was the backbone of our friendship. We met regularly on
the water, on Pittwater and at WBA meetings. There were wooden boat races to
celebrate Queens Birthday and Australia Day
organised by the Association that they always attended with a measure of success. I
always complained that Asterisk being a
ketch was able raise more sail than my
sloop. I maintained that it was unfair and
unnatural. Lars declared it was as God intended.
Lars was Secretary of the WBA for some
while, but when the position of Editor of the
monthly bulletin (now Scuttlebutt) came
vacant he took over. He was in his element,
he transformed a rather boring newssheet
into a magazine that members looked forward to receiving. He did this job for about
5-6 years.
Social occasions organised under the umbrella of the WBA were invariably attended
by Lars and Helen. A few that come to mind
are a “Tea Dance” on the wharf at Bantry
Bay, Christmas in July and Movie under the
Stars all at Bantry Bay. Wooden Boat Festivals at the Maritime Museum and Royal
Motor Yacht Club were also supported by
Photo taken at the WBA dinner celebrating the Solstice on the South Steyne in June 2007,
Lars and crew on Asterisk.
Some of the most enjoyable occasions were dinners to celebrate the
winter Solstice. I was aware of the winter and summer solstice but had
We arrived at Towlers Bay in our boat and rowed across to Asterisk.
never paid much attention to them, well all that changed when Lars and
There boat was festooned with flowers, the guard rails, rigging, flowers
Helen invited Barbara and I to dinner aboard Asterisk to celebrate the
everywhere and to top it all off, he made himself a crown of flowers. We
solstice of the northern hemisphere which is our winter solstice in Aushad an excellent meal, accompanied by more than adequate alcohol.
tralia.
Lars liked to sing Swedish folk songs. Before the singing commenced,
Lars delved in to the black recesses of a locker and produced a bottle that
was encrusted with ice. My thought was that any liquid in the bottle
would be frozen, but not so, He tipped it up and poured glasses of a
clear liquid. It’s called Acquavit, which is drunk in one gulp, or so we were
instructed. The effect is quite amazing. The drink anaesthetizes the tonsils, and then sets a light to the oesophagus, the fumes blow a hole in the
top of your head. Then the singing starts, we who previously spoke no
Swedish were suddenly fluent, singing like a native!
If I were asked to describe Lars in a few words, I would say “A very good,
gentle, honourable man”.
Our condolences to his wife, Helen and family.

Vale Stephen Bochner
Lars Frostell’s vessel, Asterisk, a sleek ketch custom designed by renowned
Swedish boat designer Arvid Laurin and built by local shipwrights from Huon
Pine.

Passed away peacefully at home on
19th April 2018. Aged 85 years.
Stephen was always available to assist
at our WBA stands at festivals and
shows, such as Working With Wood
Show in Sydney.
His book on Narrow Boat Travels in
England was generally well received
too, both by WBA members and the public.
Stephen even put up with torrential rain at the most recent Pittwater
Festival, and managed to sign up several new members as well.
Stephen will be much missed by a number of us who knew him well.
Our condolences to his wife, Sandra and family.
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EXPLORING NORTH COAST RIVERS IN TIMBER BOATS
March 2018
The annual gathering of good mates and their timber
open boats was held in March. All are members of either the WBANSW or WBAQ. We have been doing this
for many years now and each year, the week long break
seems to get better and better. This is not an open
organised event, just a group of good friends enjoying
each others company, a number of very pleasant meals
together and the magnificent scenery that the NSW mid
north coast rivers offer. We choose our dates around
suitable tides to enable us to travel further up various
rivers and creeks. In the area based around Nambucca,
Macksville and Urunga, there is a good variety of picturesque waterways and after doing this for many years, we
now have a good number to choose from.
A couple of years ago, we motored for a short run up
Taylors Arm as we had started late in the day. It looked
very promising and we all had in mind that we should
make a longer trip of it. On our first day away, the tide
was excellent (early morning high of over 1.9m) to discover Taylors Arm. Up early and on the road down the
newly completed M1 from Urunga to Macksville, we
arrived at the boat ramp a bit after 9am.
Whenever we arrive at any boat ramp, we attract the
attention of a number of interested passers by. Generally, the conversation starts with “ G’ Day”, then “ My father (or uncle) had one of these boats and I haven’t seen
one since”. And then it goes on. This day some bloke
came along and he was in for a long yarn ! He turned
out to have the surname of Halvorsen, and wondered if
we were familiar with Halvorsen boats !!

The map of our travels up the Nambucca River and then into Taylors Arm.
The blue dot shows where we reached for lunch

Eventually, we were able to get away. Taylors Arm runs off the Nambucca
River upstream of Macksville, after Tilly Willy Creek, beyond the rail bridge.
Great names, aren’t they ?
For the first part of the trip, we pass waterfront housing on the port side.
The sound of the motors set off all the neighbourhood dogs. Shortly
after, we are in grazing country and after going under another bridge, the

scenery improves. Taylors Arm is a very pretty river and goes for miles
and miles. Soon, we are beyond the scope of the Maritime chart and we
rely on an online mapping service to assist our navigation. A notation on
the chart tells us that Taylors Arm is navigable to Welsh Park, approx.
10km upstream and that caution should be exercised due to numerous
unmarked gravel banks and submerged rocks. We didn’t encounter any of
those and we had a trouble free run. Was this due to excellent navigation,
or was it the very high flood tide we were running with ? Both ! We were
starting to feel a little peckish which prompted us to look for suitable spot
to stop for lunch. Around the next bend, there was Welsh Pioneer Park.
What a find ! Tables and chairs with shelter, a rubbish bin and a dunny up
the hill. Perfect ! The Welsh family who had come to the Talarm Valley in
1868 had donated the parcel of land for public use and it is now under the
control of a local committee with the Council. It was so pretty and so
quiet. Our only company was a pleasant chap and his dog.
By now, we were a little further upstream than the small town of Talarm,
the home of the famous Pub with no Beer. The pub was established in
1903 as the Cosmopolitan Hotel. The words of the song were originally
penned by Gordon Parsons at the pub. Parsons gave the words to his
mate, the Kempsey boy, Slim Dusty who turned it into the now famous
song in 1957. The story at the pub is that the song relates to the pub
itself and at the time, it was cut off by a flooding Kempsey River and no
beer could get through.
By the time that we returned to the boats, there were signs that the tide
was about to turn, so we set off downstream, again taking advantage of
the current. We were conscious of the distance we had travelled, probably
the furthest trip we had undertaken thus far, as we had made a booking
for 11 at the pub at Urunga for dinner at 6.30.
Over dinner, we planned our next day’s trip, which was to be up Warrell
Creek. We had previously been up Warrell Creek, but this time, the plan
was to go much further.

Against the riverbank, well up on Kalang River. In this photo are Narnia,
Melkirdan, Putten and Judy Ann
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Warrell Creek also runs off the Nambucca River, but close to the mouth.
We launched the boats again early to take advantage of the tide, at a
great ramp, complete with abundant parking, floating pontoon and picnic
facilities. We left the ramp and motored around an island and then headed towards the river entrance at Nambucca Heads. From past experience,
we knew that we had to motor close to the shore and then turn to starboard close to the shore to pick up the channel. The creek runs alongside
the sandhills which are part of the Gaagai Wanggaan (South Beach) National Park as far as Scotts Head, then it turns generally west. Navigation
can be a bit tricky at times, especially in the region of Gumma Crossing
Reserve. As usual, the sound of the old engines attracts anyone ashore
and we always feel like royalty as they all wave and give us the thumbs up
as we pass. After about an hour and a half or so of running, we came to
the boat ramp at Scotts Head where the decision was taken to stretch our
legs for a while. We met up with a great bunch of local fishos at the ramp
who were cleaning their catch. They had been outside (there is an ocean
boat ramp where they launch) and after a while, having caught a few fish,
the wind came up and they felt it was getting a bit rough to enjoy a few
beers, so they had given it away and returned to our ramp to clean fish
and have the beers. The fishos were only too pleased to share with us all
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and with the most basic of tools, a few screws and washers, a length of
rubber tube was expertly fitted over the exhaust outlet. Not pretty, but a
great success. The crew were dry and everyone else in the fleet remarked
how much quieter the engine was !
The weather was again great, part cloud cover but warm. We went up with
the tide and had no trouble at all with the normally shallow cattle crossings
in the river. The number of cattle by and in the river was the most we had
ever seen in all the years that we have been up the Bellinger. Just before
Bellingen, there is a shallow area, known as the rapids. This has been the
scene of much drama in the past with boats running aground. Luck was
with us and without any doubt, we have never had an easier crossing, to
the extent that we didn’t even have to increase engine revs past idle, just
putt, putt, putt.
This would be the shortest run of the week so far. This was deliberate as
we had had two very long days previously and we had to get back in time
for our big dinner at the Urunga Bowling Club.
Pulled up at the boat ramp at Scott’s Head where we were able to find out
all the local river information from the fishos
the local knowledge required to travel further up the creek. “Ahh, plenty of
good water up there, mate ! Could be twelve or so miles !)
Just after Scotts Head ramp, there is a marked rock midstream, but after
that the creek was OK. On we pressed for miles through some of the most
enjoyable river country, a mixture of natural bush and cleared grazing land.
We had never been this far up Warrell Creek before and so, again, were on
the lookout for a decent spot to stop for lunch. After our lunch at Welsh’s
Park the day before, one of our crew, Lex, reckoned that we really should
try to find something as good with tables and chairs, shelter and a dunny
up the hill. And we found a ripper !
There, close to the water in a big paddock, and not too far from a pontoon
was a long table and benches all under a roof. Not a house in sight. There
were signs of great times being had. Ashes in a pit fireplace surrounded by
logs to sit on and watch the sausages cook. There were kayaks in the roof
of the shelter, and much to the ladies delight – a bush dunny ! There was
even a large container of rainwater collected from the shelter roof to wash
hands. Brilliant ! And Lex was delighted, pronouncing that this was now
the standard for every lunch !
The fishos told us that we could easily get past the freeway bridges and the
rail bridge, however, we were conscious of time and decided that we
should start the return journey. Way up the creek, we were unaware that
the sea breeze had kicked in and by the time we were past Gumma Crossing Reserve, we were heading into quite a chop, starting concerns that
when out into the river proper, with a NE blowing against an ebb tide, we
could be in for a soaking. Thankfully, not to be ! A small disaster occurred

Day 4 dawned cloudy and the weather forecast was not fantastic, so we
opted to have a short run again. Launching at Mylestom, we headed
downstream
to
the Heads where
the Bellinger and
Kalang Rivers join
before they flow
out to sea. It is a
good run to go as
far as possible
down
the
Bellinger
and
then proceed up
the Kalang River.
The water was so
clear. Gin clear !
A couple of dolphin passed us
heading
upstream. We went
up the Kalang for Well known members, George and Chris at dinner with
the crew on night two, after our long expedition up
some time before
Taylor’s Arm
returning
to
Urunga to have a picnic lunch ashore (again at a table with chairs !)
he plan was to have the next day as a lay day after four days of boating. As
it was, the day dawned with a shower, so, again our plan was perfect. The
consensus by all was to have lunch at The Federal Hotel in Bellingen. It was
terrific and the food was first class. Some hours after lunch were spent
wandering around Bellingen. If you haven’t visited Bello, then you should .
A run right to the head of navigation of the Kalang River was the plan for
the next day. We decided to launch the boats at Urunga, as the ramp is
easier and it cuts some time off the trip. This is another long day (about 6
hours running), one which we had all done before, but it is worth it. As the
tide was becoming later in the day, we set off at about 10am. We headed
upstream and decided to take Newry Island to starboard, passing a couple
of oyster sheds where the working conditions would be the envy of many.
After the island the Kalang River heads west and we pass under the new
twin bridges carrying the M1 freeway.
We have been to the top of the Kalang many times, and we have a favourite beach where we head to for lunch. This time the river level was a bit
higher and there was some grass growing on the sand, but we found an
equally pleasant paddock nearby to have our lunch. Knowing this would
be our last lunch together, Chris and George brought along a nice bottle of
bubbles to toast the success of our week and to thank good friends for a
terrific week together. A nice thought, thank you.
Our final night together was held in our camp kitchen where we all agreed
that this was the best week away together so far, and that we would all
come back and do it all again next year.

The view upstream of the Bellinger River approaching the town of Bellingen
on the way home when the clamshell exhaust deflector on Melkirdan disappeared, spraying exhaust and salt water over the crew. Not happy ! All
was good however and we safely arrived back to the ramp after a very long
day. Our Simplex engine uses about a litre of fuel per hour. A dip of the
fuel tank on return showed that we had been running for almost 7 hours.
No wonder we were weary and our bums were sore !

Thanks to the crews of Narnia, Fat Albert, Melkirdan, Judy Ann and Putten
and to our great friends who live on Newry Island who were fully involved
with us during the week.
Rob Hardy
“Putten”
Based on a series of highly popular articles written for Classic Boat Magazine, this witty
collection recalls some of the incidents the author has survived in over half a century of
messing about in boats.

After two long days, we all opted for a short next day. We decided to
launch the boats at the Mylestom ramp, which is close to where we were
staying. This ramp is on the Bellinger River. Ever heard of Mylestom ?
Then you wouldn’t know how the little town was named. It was named to
honour the well regarded Doctor in the area, Dr Tom Myles. Now, you
know !
With the tide coming in and another good height predicted, the plan was
to go upstream to the township of Bellingen and have a picnic lunch on the
riverbank. Before leaving, we had to sort out the exhaust issue on Melkirdan. Skipper George was despatched to the local tyre dealer with instructions to bring home an old inner tube. This was successfully done,
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Most sailors will find something to relate to in these escapades
from around the world and they will bring a wry smile to any
boaters lips. The author’s wonderfully witty cartoons help bring
these anecdotes to life.
All these stories are true so WBA member
Alan Williams writes under a pen name so
that his architectural clients do not think
they are entrusting their work to a seagoing
Mr Bean. Copies are available from Boat
Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on
Amazon. WBA members can get copies from
Alan at meetings for $ 20.
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Einsteins with a little discipline.

THE PAYNESVILLE REPORT

We were very lucky to have scored a berth in an old fashioned marina on
the edge of the before mentioned promenade. We can set our watch on a
chap on his way to work in an old putter and there are all sorts of craft
sailing or putting to and fro past our front door.

from Chris & Gilli Dicker

THE PAYNESVILLE REPORT PROPER.
Well it is all happening here folks. Just a brief weather report. Raining cats
and dogs in Cairns, the threat of a cyclone. Dogs, cats and people going
mouldy.
Weather Paynesville: beautiful one day, perfect the next.

My favourite festival boat, pre 1900
Something that surprised me here is the incident of teredo worm. Paynesville is about 3 hours steaming from the entrance, which is very narrow and
so cannot empty such a large volume of water or take in a fresh lot of seawater. It is brackish here and further up even fresh. I was under the impression that the teredo was a tropical sea water creature but it is just as
critical or even more so to look after your bottom in the Gippsland lakes
and rivers. I also learnt that the whole lake system was very likely land
locked once and that the entrance was created by us humans. Men probably!
Westwind has been very quiet but she will tell me when it is time for a
proper salt water bath.....and I will listen.
It is Sunday the 25th of March. We have just returned from a three day
cruise to Lakes entrance via Metung. So Westwind did tell me that it was

A sculpture near Metung
I am sure and I hope there will be others that contribute to a feedback on
the Paynesville Classic Boat Rally. There were some of our members in
attendance. Magnificent, fantastic, great; none of them fit; just good. Good
is down home, memorable and lasting. Far from a static display of beautifully presented boats we were all called upon to get out there and parade.
Paynesville is blessed with a nautical promenade, the narrow passage between Raymond Island and the town of Paynesville, an IGA and and one
pub. During the festival Westwind covered 10 miles, mostly under sail. It is
not so much a blue water event but well travelled boats were also represented. Westwind was chuffed at being awarded the best restoration and
Seasalter (who is heading for Sydney for the festival there) got the best
classic boat. She will have some competition in Sydney.
As we settle into our life here I am realising just how safe and secure our

Seasalter a bit close for comfort
time and that she would go mad and bust all her seams if we did not take
here out. We motored in a flat calm past hundreds of black swans, we
walked for kilometres along the 90 mile beach, (did you know if you walk in
kilometres you don't leave any footprints) We mixed with some great people and we got to sail back in a gale.
There is a very good chance I shall be dropping into the Sydney festival. I
look forward to finally seeing our old friends.
Lady Nelson sailing up the Gippsland Lakes
life afloat has been. I also realise there are far more sharks on land than
there are in all the oceans. Whatsmore the sharks at the council are a protected species.
On a brighter note, how lucky am I to have been excepted into a fold of
people that work in a boat shed just across from where we are berthed. So
much so that I have been invited to share some of the work and even get
paid for it. There is high quality banter and an alarming disregard for organisation but the jobs seem to get turned around regularly. All we need
now is to go sailing and enjoy the beautiful waterways a bit more Ah yes,
and we have to build a house and a shed when the council team members
deem it to their liking. Gilli has also had work in a school in Bairnsdale
teaching German. This makes three states she has taught in. She is reluctant to pass comment on academic standards. They could all be young
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BUY SWAP and SELL

FOR SALE

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of 34 foot Huon pine classic, Inala of Huon.
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture.
Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor, see
page 2 for details.

FOR SALE

Small
bandsaw
Platform 300x300
Working
order,
height adjustment
is stuck but it works
well without it. With
steel stand $90.00

FOR SALE

Thara – 1948 Alan Payne Classic sloop

reduced
to
$39,000
Rob Landis
0414 741 725

34' LOA 8'
Beam
6'
draught
Lovingly
restored in
racing condition.
Nanni
3
cylinder
diesel
Good
sail
inventory
New
sheathed
deck 2016
plus skylight
fitted
Raced with
SASC in Div
1 – good
record

12 hp Yanmar. Standing head-room. Well caredfor. $9800. Joe 9665 9007

FOR SALE
3 metre clinker wooden dinghy

Fingerclutch. perfect condition, suits most engines and will accept existing Blaxland clutch
handle. $220.00
John Wagemans,
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

David Payne 17ft Sea Kayak. Stitch and glue construction. Retractable skeg and timber double
paddle.
Fast, stable craft : suit beginner or experienced
paddler.

Needs finishing touches. $1250 ONO. Contact
Geoff Harland in Newcastle on 0409 125 238.
email gandlharland@gmail.com

FOR SALE
Inflatable dinghy, brand new with
reconditioned Seagull. complete
with outboard bracket and anchor,
anchor rope and removable anchor
platform; $700.00

$650 ono Peter Widders 0481 583 794 pwidders@yahoo.com.au

John Wagemans, braeng53@optusnet.com.au or
4339 9653
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A message from Nick Lawther:
New, white, short sleeved shirts will be available soon. These are
polycotton, with a breast pocket and embroidered with the Association logo. Price $32 each. Sizes S, M, L, Xl..
If interested contact Nick

Apart from that, I rather prefer my meals cooked on a Primus

Burgee positioning
At the April meeting, Alan Standard asked a question on burgee positioning. Alan then did
some homework and the next day I received an email. He has provided a reference to a
web site which provides a good explanation together with some photos.
Refer http://features.coastalboating.net/Editorials/2006/Burgees.html
Flying personal signals and burgees is something that has evolved over many centuries –
along with the evolution of ships and pleasure craft. Along with the vessel’s national flag or
ensign as well as any courtesy flag flown while visiting a foreign port these are some of the
flags a ship’s captain might and in most instances should fly while aboard his or her vessel.
Secondary to any national flags,
these are both signals that show
a captain’s affiliation or loyalty.
They are thus important and
should indeed be prominently
displayed. Hence the traditional
positioning of the burgee or
personal signal at or above the
mast top(s) using what is known
as a pig stick.
In recent times many people
have ceased flying their club’s
burgee or their own personal
signal, as this tends to get tangled with the various instruments
and antennae atop their mast. I
find this to be a serious quandary. We are proud to be members
of our yacht club or assoiation ,
and we also wish to fly our personal signal. In fact, I think every
vessel should where possible
show their affiliation and loyalty. One might even construe that it is an affront to the club to
not fly its burgee.

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS 2018

May 8th
May 14th
June 12th
June 18th
July 10th
July 16th
August 14th
August 20th
September 11th
October 9th
November 13th
th
December 11
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WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club Guest Speaker: Carl Ryves
Committee Meeting
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club, Presentation from the 2017 HHA winner.
Committee Meeting
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club - Peter Gossell- Boomerang
Committee Meeting
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club
Committee Meeting
WBA Meeting, Gladesville, Chris Cleary & John Capaldi 2017 HHA Nominees
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club, Member Projects Review
AGM + Film night
HHA Award & Dinner
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